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Electro-osmosis in a nanometer-scale channel studied
by atomistic simulation

Jonathan B. Freunda)

Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, Illinois 61801

~Received 27 August 2001; accepted 8 November 2001!

An atomistic simulation of an electro-osmotic flow in a 65.3 Å-wide channel is performed to study
its physical details and evaluate continuum models. The working fluid is a 0.01 M solution~at
midchannel! of Cl2 in water. For simplicity and computational efficiency, only negatively charged
ions are included. The water is modeled by the SPC/E potential and the Cl2 are modeled as point
charges plus an established Lennard-Jones potential. The channel walls are fixed lattices of
positively charged Lennard-Jones atoms. In one case an appropriate fraction of the wall atoms is
given elementary charges; for comparison, another case is simulated with uniformly distributed
partial charges on the wall atoms. For the distributed elementary charge case the Cl2 concentration
at the wall is 80 percent higher than predicted by the Poisson–Boltzmann theory. It is over 100
percent higher for the uniformly charged wall case. In both cases, the waters in the 10 Å closest to
the walls are preferentially oriented. Their respective orientations are similar except in the first
monolayer. However, the effect of this orientational bias on the permittivity and subsequently the
Cl2 distribution is shown to be minor by Monte Carlo simulations, which predict an ion distribution
in agreement with the dynamic simulation using only«580 to model the water. Computed,
one-dimensional self-diffusivities of the waters match accepted values greater than 10 Å from the
walls, but decay significantly close to the walls. The decay is not monotonic for the wall-normal
diffusivity. The atoms near the walls are not fixed in a Stern layer, as typically assumed in models,
but the viscosity is found to increase by over a factor of 6 in the 10 Å closest to the wall. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1431543#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Where an electrolyte contacts a solid surface it is co
mon that the surface becomes charged, with negative cou
ions preferentially distributed above it in an electric doub
layer ~see Fig. 1!. The ion density in this charged layer
typically modeled by a Boltzmann distribution. To ease co
putational expense, in the present study we only have n
tive counter ions in the fluid between positively charg
walls, so the ion number density is simply

n~y!5n0eef~y!/kBT, ~1!

whereT is the temperature of the fluid~assumed uniform!,
kB is the Boltzmann constant,e is the elementary charg
~positive!, and f is the local electric potential, which is
function of the wall-normal coordinatey. We choose the
midchannel potentialf(y5ym)50, son05n(ym). The elec-
tric potential in ~1! satisfies the one-dimensional Poisso
Boltzmann equation

d2f

dy2 5
en~y!

««0
5

en0

««0
eef~y!/kBT, ~2!

where «0 is the permittivity of a vacuum and« ~assumed
constant! parametrizes the dielectric behavior of the flu
We have assumed monovalent ions. The solution of~2! is1

a!Electronic mail: jbfreund@uiuc.edu
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f~y!52
kBT

e
logFcos2Ae2n0~y2ym!2

2««0kBT G . ~3!

Overall electroneutrality gives a boundary condition onf in
terms of the wall charge densityQ0

Q05««0

df

dyU
walls

, ~4!

which can be used to determinen0 . One objective of this
study is to examine the reliability of constant« for this flow.
For polar solvents deviation is expected since the str
electric field in the neighborhood of the walls will alter th
response of the solvent to¹f in this region. Some relevan
experiments are reviewed by Hunter.2

Typically, the fluid molecules nearest the wall are a
sumed to be bound to the surface in the so-called Stern la
Beyond the Stern layer, the fluid will flow under the influ
ence of an applied electric fieldE. This electrokinetic flow is
known as electro-osmosis. The flowing and fixed regions
usually assumed to be separated by a shear plane, a no
boundary condition applied at a finite distance above
wall, but since the Stern layer may be only a few ato
thick, a continuum model may not be accurate. Given
number density distribution in the channel from~1!, the flow
in the continuum model is governed by the one-dimensio
Stokes equation
4 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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d

dy S m
du

dyD1en~y!E50, ~5!

where we have assumed zero pressure gradient. The vis
ity m is typically assumed to be constant.

Electro-osmosis is used to pump fluid in microfluid
devices~e.g., Herret al.3! and to move fluid through porou
material and clays~e.g., Coelhoet al.4!. It is also used in
conjunction with theories similar to the one presented ab
to deduce thez potential, the electric potential at the su
posed shear plane, which also factors into models for e
trophoresis and other electrokinetic flows. Thus, the corr
ness of these models is also important for making th
measurements.

Although the theory presented above is well establis
and predicts the observed gross phenomenology, the s
length scales of the process make it difficult to test elec
osmosis models in detail, in particular whether or not perm
tivity ««0 and viscositym deviate from their values in bulk
or if there is noncontinuum behavior. For this reason we h
developed the capability of simulating the process atom
cally. Though this approach does allow us to examine
detail the dynamics of the near-wall region, it is, of cour
limited to nanometer-scale channels and pores, which
significantly smaller than in present day manufactured
vices. However, in many cases the double layers are ind
of nanometer scale and can therefore be studied directly
atomistic simulation. The model we examine has water w
dissolved negative ions flowing in between atomica
smooth solid surfaces. The interatomic potentials are m
eled with the established empirical models discussed in S
II. This section also discusses the numerical methods,
flow parameters, and the simulation procedure. Section

FIG. 1. Schematic of the electric double layer in a nanometer-scale cha
For simplicity, both this schematic and the present simulations only h
counterions in the solution. Two dimensions of the simulated channel
labeled. It also extends 70 Å in thez-direction.
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presents and discusses simulation results and makes
parisons with theoretical predictions. A brief summary is p
vided in Sec. IV.

II. ATOMISTIC SIMULATIONS

A. Physical model

The waters were modeled using the SPC/E mod5

which represents hydrogens and oxygens as point cha
~qH510.4258e and qO520.8476e!. The oxygens also in-
teract with other atoms by a Lennard-Jones potential. Tes
a nanometer-scale Couette flow showed that the SP
model-predicted viscosity of water atT5300 K was 10 per-
cent below the accepted value, which is acceptable since
SPC/E model was not tuned to represent viscosity. The2

were modeled using the parameters of Chandrasekharet al.,6

and the walls were modeled by fixed square arrays
Lennard-Jones atoms. Parameters for all Lennard-Jone
teractions are given in Table I. Note that the wall–oxyg
and wall–chloride interactions had the same energy.

B. Numerical method

A standard velocity Verlet algorithm was used to int
grate Newton’s equation of motion with a numerical tim
step of 1 fs. Lennard-Jones interactions were compu
point-to-point using a cutoff of 2.5smax, wheresmax is the
maximums value for all the interactions~see Table I!; Cou-
lomb interactions were computed using an aperio
implementation7 of the P3M algorithm.8 A matrix constraint
method fixed the bond lengths and angles of the water
specified by the SPC/E model.

A method like P3M that does not truncate the Coulom
interactions is essential for these simulations since the p
cipal phenomenology depends intrinsically upon the lon
range interaction of the ions with the walls and each oth
The mesh for the elliptic solver in the P3M implementation
had 643160364 points inx, y, andz, respectively, with the
same uniform mesh spacing in all three coordinate dir
tions. The 160 mesh points in they direction extended ove
twice the height of the channel and were used in conjunc
with an appropriately modified influence function to remo
the periodicity.7 In our implementation, the point-to-poin
and mesh portions of the potential were split using the st
dard Ewald decomposition

el.
e
re
given:
-

TABLE I. All parameters for the Lennard-Jones potential. For convenience, two equivalent forms are
U(r )5A/r 122C/r 6 andU(r )54e(s12/r 122s6/r 6). The final column listsr 0 , the separation distance corre
sponding to zero force. All Lennard-Jones potentials were cut off and shifted at the standardr c52.5smax.

Interaction A ~J Å12! C ~J Å6! e ~J! s ~Å! r 0 ~Å!

O–O 4.37310215 4.35310218 1.08310221 3.17 3.55
Cl–O 6.75310214 1.03310217 3.93310222 4.33 4.86
Cl–Cl 1.81310213 2.43310217 8.16310222 4.42 4.96
W–O 3.00310214 3.09310217 7.95310221 3.15 3.53
W–Cl 1.14310212 1.90310216 7.95310221 4.26 4.78
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Fi52
1

2 (
iÞ j

qiqj

4p«0
S 2ae2a2uxi j u

2

Apuxi j u
1

erfc~auxi j u!
uxi j u2 D xi j

uxi j u

2
1

2 (
kÞ0

(
j 51

N
qiqj

LxLyLzk
2«0

e2~k2/4a2!i kei k•xi j , ~6!

whereqi are the charges,xi j is the vector between the pos
tion of thei th and j th atoms, andk is a wave number vecto
indexed byk. The first term in~6! was computed directly
using a cutoff of 2.75smax. The second term was compute
on the mesh using fast Fourier transforms. Thea parameter,
which regulates the relative contributions from the tw
sums, was set based on numerical experimentation to ba
50.26 Å21.

C. Flow parameters

The channel dimensions are shown in Fig. 1. TheLx

5Lz570 Å dimensions given in the figure are the period
ity lengths in x and z. The given channel height,Ly

565.3 Å, is measured between the centers of the wall ato
The mean wall charge density wasQ050.0817 C/m2, which
is 0.0625e per wall atom. This high but physically realizab
wall charge was selected because it gives a relatively la
number of counterions in the fluid and thus provides a go
statistical sample within a reasonable computational tim
Still, there were only 50 chlorides dissolved in the 9998 w
ters in the channel. Each wall was constructed from 4
Lennard-Jones atoms, 1 out of 16 of which was charged w
e in the discretely charged wall case. In the other case e
wall atom had charge 0.0625e. In both cases the net charg
was zero. The applied electric field acted on each Cl2 in the
x direction withFE52.42310211 N. This force is large but
necessary to drive the flow at high enough speed to conv
velocity statistics.

D. Simulation procedure

To equilibrate the ion distributions, an initial simulatio
was run with only 7712 atoms, approximately one-quar
the eventual number. There were 2500 waters, 12 Cl2, and
200 ~total! wall atoms. It was initialized with an approxi
mately uniform distribution of Cl2 and was run for 1 million
time steps~1 ns! to obtain a statistically stationary chlorid
distribution. At this point the domain was doubled in both t
x and z directions by adding periodic images. The initi
simulation had uniformly distributed partial charges on t
wall atoms, but now two of the waters were replaced w
Cl2 to allow a more nearly uniform distribution of eleme
tary charges on the walls. The charged atoms were arran
to minimize their mutual interaction energy. After this qu
drupling procedure, all fluid molecule positions were p
turbed by uniformly distributed random displacements w
peak amplitude 1023 Å. Because the system is Lyapuno
unstable, this small randomization rapidly broke the symm
tries. Sixteen different randomized atomic positions w
used as initial conditions for 16 separate ensembles tha
simultaneously to accumulate statistics. For each ensem
100 000 time steps were used to re-equilibrate and allow
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different ensembles to develop away from their similar init
conditions. This was followed by 400 000 time steps to co
verge statistics.

A Berendsen thermostat was used to counter visc
heating and a small temperature drift associated with
P3M scheme, which is accurate but not exactly energy c
serving. Velocities were rescaled as

ṽi5xvi , ~7!

where

x5F12
Dt

t S Ttar

T
21D G1/2

, ~8!

andT is the temperature,Dt is the numerical time step~1 fs!,
Ttar is the target temperature~300 K!, andt is a parameter to
regulate the strength of the rescaling. Solutions were sho
to be insensitive to the value oft. The mean scaling factorx̄
was nearly unity:ux̄21u,231026. Since the instantaneou
x̄ was rarely out of the range 0.9995,x,1.0005, and 95
percent of the times was within 0.0001 of unity, it did n
alter the dynamics significantly. A difficulty arises in appl
ing thermostats when there is a mean flow because the m
flow must be knowna priori for its kinetic energy to be
distinguishable from the thermal kinetic energy. The probl
is that the mean is not available until the simulation has
long enough to compute it. Nevertheless, it was found in
present case that results were insensitive to the parab
flow profile used to estimate the relative contributions, wh
is no surprise since the mean flow only has a peak velocit
less than 10 m/s and thus constitutes only a tiny fraction
the total kinetic energy of the particles. In atomistic simu
tions the time step must be short enough to track the vel
ties of atoms, which for ordinary temperatures and atom
masses are;103 m/s. Unfortunately, these high atomic ve
locities make it difficult to converge mean flow statisti
when mean flows are typically many times~often several
orders of magnitude! smaller than the thermal velocities
Thus, seemingly unphysical flow velocities must be used
increase this signal-to-noise ratio. Couette flow tests sho
that the SPC/E viscosity was independent of shear rat
considerably higher shear rates than in the present sim
tions. Ideally, one should remove heat via the walls, which
the mechanism in a real channel. This has been done
small atomic systems with simple fluids9 to reduce any un-
physical artifacts associated with the thermostat, but this
proach does not provide a rigid control of the temperature
the channel. We also note that~7! should technically be ap
plied separately at different distances from the wall beca
shear and its viscous heating are not uniform across the c
nel. However, application of a single thermostat for t
whole channel in the present case resulted in the des
uniform temperature of 300 K across the channel as see
Fig. 2. Pressure was regulated to be 1 atmosphere by ad
ing the volume of the domain.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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III. RESULTS

A. Ion distribution

Figure 3 shows the Cl2 concentration as a function o
distance from the wall. As expected, the profile is shar
peaked near the walls and falls to a low value by the mid
of the channel. The small bumps near the peak at both w
result from molecular stacking~see Sec. III B!. They are
roughly one water molecule width away from the peak.

We see that the profiles for the discretely and uniform
charged walls differ, the uniformly charged wall having mo
chlorides immediately adjacent to it than the discret
charged wall~see the peak values given in the figure ca
tion!. This deficit is balanced by a greater concentration
chlorides just one monolayer further away from the wa
Beyond this very near-wall region, the concentration profi
are nearly the same.

Both the computed profiles differ from the Poisson
Boltzmann prediction of~1! with f(y) from ~3!. To compute
the distribution, condition~4! was applied so that the con
centration peaks would coincide with those from the simu
tion. However, the concentration peaks are higher at
walls for the atomistic simulations and fall away faster in
the channel.

Monte Carlo simulations of the ionic distribution in ab
sence of the water molecules are used to examine two

FIG. 2. Mean temperature profile. On this and all plots,y50 corresponds to
the centers of the atoms that constitute the lower wall.

FIG. 3. Chloride number density: ———simulation with uniformly charg
wall atoms~peak wasrCl54.17 M!; ¯ simulation with discrete wall atom
charges ~peak was rCl53.21 M!; and --- ~1! with f from Poisson–
Boltzmann theory~3!.
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sible causes of the discrepancy: a deviation of permittiv
««0 near the wall or wall–fluid dispersion attraction. A sta
dard Metropolis method was used. Figure 4~a! compares the
ion distribution in the atomistic simulation discussed abo
and a Monte Carlo simulation with the water’s dielectric e
fect modeled simply by«580. This simulation included the
Lennard-Jones potentials as specified in Table I. We see
the two curves agree well, though the peak next to the wa
about 20 percent higher in the Monte Carlo result. There
also no second peak in the Monte Carlo simulation, but o
is not expected since it is due to the near-wall structure of
water molecules~see Sec. III B!.

The result of a Monte Carlo simulation that includ
only the repulsive part of the Lennard-Jones potentials
shown in Fig. 4~b!. It agrees well with the Poisson–
Boltzmann prediction except near the walls, where finite
effects become significant. Clearly the dispersion interact
is important.

B. Near-wall water structure

It is expected that the regular structure of the wall w
impose a regular structure on the liquid molecules adjac
to it. Figure 5 shows that an ordering persists for appro
mately three monolayers into the channel. The ordering
stronger for the case with uniformly charged wall atoms. T

FIG. 4. Ion concentrations.~a! Monte Carlo simulation with Lennard-Jone
wall–Cl2 interaction ---; atomistic simulation ———.~b! Monte Carlo
simulation with only the repulsive part of the Lennard-Jones potential —
Poisson-Boltzmann theory~1! ------. In all simulations the walls have dis
tributed ions with elementary charges.

FIG. 5. Water density: ———uniformly charged wall; --- discrete wa
charges. The chloride density is shown on the right axis for reference.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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chlorides tend to fall between layers of the waters in t
region, leading to the secondary peaks we saw in Fig. 3

Since the wall is charged, we expect there to be a p
ferred orientation of the water molecules adjacent to
which will in turn alter their dielectric properties since the
cannot respond to an electric field as they do in bulk. W
the dipole angleu defined as in Fig. 6, Fig. 7 shows th
probability density function of the angular orientation of t
waters at different distances from the wall. The distributio
are weighted so that a random orientation gives a unifo
distribution. We see that the distribution changes sign
cantly and rapidly near the wall. In the sampling bin cente
at y51.74 Å, nearly all the waters haveu,90°, though
only the uniformly partially charged wall case has its mo
probable angle nearu50. By y53.34 Å, the most probable
angle isu'45° and both cases are nearly identical. Foy
between 4 and 5 Å the most probable angle isu50. Beyond
y'5, the distribution slowly flattens and becomes linear
there is to be any significant change in the dielectric prop
ties of the water due to preferential orientation, it will b
confined to a very narrow layer near the wall. We saw in S
III A that Monte Carlo simulation with«580 was reasonably
accurate, though variation of« might explain the remaining
discrepancy in Fig. 4~a!.

C. Flow velocity

The computed velocity profiles for both cases are sho
in Fig. 8. We see that they are approximately parabolic in
middle of the channel, but do not continue as a parabola
the way to the wall as one would expect for constant-m Poi-
seuille flow. Instead, there is considerably more resista
close to the wall. For the simulation with uniformly distrib
uted partial charges, the fluid atoms immediately adjacen
the wall atoms appear fixed in a Stern layer. However, for
case with distributed elementary charges, the velocity dr
continuously toward the wall, giving the profile a bell-lik
shape. In interpreting these results we should note that
strength of the electric field necessary to force a flow vel
ity large enough to converge velocity statistics might p
clude the existence of a finite Stern layer. The existence
yield stress of the near-wall fluid, a necessary condition
the existence of a Stern layer, has been deduced in ex
ments that are reviewed by Dukhin and Derjaguin,10 but our

FIG. 6. Schematic definingu as the angle that the dipole vectorm makes
with the y axis.
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applied force is stronger than that thought necessary to
the wall layers so we should not expect this behavior. Ho
ever, we will see in the following section that the effectiv
viscosity in this region is well above the accepted bulk va
for water, indicating that the wall does indeed increase
viscosity even above the yield stress.

FIG. 7. Probability density function of water molecule orientations:——
discrete distributed wall charge; --- uniformly charged wall atoms. The an
u is defined in Fig. 6 and the distribution is normalized so that a rand
distribution will give unity at all angles. They locations correspond to the
center of the oxygen atom.

FIG. 8. The mean flow velocity across the channel ———. The mean c
ride density is shown on the right axis̄ . ~a! Uniformly charged wall
atoms, and~b! discretely charged wall atoms.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Even if the wall layer is not fixed, diffusivity should
decrease in this region. This is the case as seen in Fig
which shows the water self-diffusivity in each of the thr
coordinate directions as estimated by a linear fit to the me
square displacement profile after 2 ps

Da5
1

2

d^Da
2&

dt
, ~9!

where ^Da
2& is the mean-squared displacement in direct

a5x, y, or z andDa is the corresponding diffusivity in tha
direction. The mean flow begins to bias the mean-squa
displacement for times much longer than 2 ps. Fory
.10 Å Dx'Dy'Dz'2.331029 m2/s, which is close to
the accepted value 2.431029 for bulk water.11 Near the wall
all the diffusivities drop significantly. TheDx andDz profiles
are essentially identical and independent of the wall cha
distribution ~both are shown!. The y diffusivity follows a
similar trend but does not decrease monotonically like
other two. The only significant difference forDy between the
two cases is shown in the figure inset: the uniformly distr
uted partial charge case has an extra bump, presumably
to the greater near-wall ordering observed in that case. C
paring with Fig. 5, we see that the diffusivity only becom
zero in regions where there are no water molecules.

D. Viscosity

To compute the viscosity, the mean velocity profile w
first smoothed by replacing the average value in each bin
the equally weighted mean of that bin and its two near
neighbors.~There were 81 bins across the channel.! The pro-
file was then fitted by

ufit~y!5um expF ~y2ym!4

y1
4 G1 (

n50

11

an cos
pyn

L
, ~10!

where um5ū(ym), the peak velocity. First,y1 was deter-
mined so that the exponential term provided the bestL2 fit of

FIG. 9. Diffusivity based on linear fit of mean-squared displacement
2 ps: ——— Dx , --- Dy , and¯ Dz . Both the uniformly distributed and
discrete unit charge cases are shown and are typically indistinguishabl
cept in the inset plot.
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the data. Then, the coefficients of the cosine series w
least-squares fitted to the difference. The resulting curve
the smoothed data are shown in Fig. 10~a!. The fit is seen to
be very good.

Given a smooth velocity profile~10!, the viscosity is
easily computed by integrating the Stokes equation~5! in y,
which gives

m~y!52
*ym

y n~y8!FE dy8

dufit

dy

. ~11!

Unfortunately, a numerical evaluation of this fraction
poorly behaved neary5ym where the numerator and de
nominator both approach zero, so for clarity points neay
5ym are omitted from Fig. 10~b!, which showsm(y). We
see that them profile is reasonably flat for most of the cha
nel, but rises starting at about 10 Å from the walls. A
model that assumes a linear stress–strain relation, such
simple constant-viscosity Newtonian fluid or a Bingha
plastic, which has been used to model the constitutive r
tion in the past,10 would not be accurate for the present flo
conditions.

The details of the waviness in the viscosity profile in t
middle of the channel in Fig. 10~b! are sensitive to the num
ber of terms used in~10!, a sensitivity that is amplified by the
differentiation in the denominator of~11!. However, neither
the general form of the curve nor the behavior as the w
are approached is sensitive to the curve-fitting proced
The value away from the wall is about 10 percent lower th
that for pure water, but matches the results for a Couette fl
with pure SPC/E water. The equilibrium simulation of Smi
and van Gunsteren12 showed this level of agreement, but wa
somewhat sensitivity to the parameters used in their reac
field model for long-range Coulomb interactions. This Co
ette flow was simulated at various strain rates, all higher t
in the present flow, andm was shown to be strain-rate inde
pendent.

IV. SUMMARY

We found that the ion distribution in the atomistic sim
lation was in general agreement with the Poisson–Boltzm
theory away from the wall, but ions were more attracted

r

ex-

FIG. 10. ~a! Mean velocity • fitted by~10! ———. ~b! Dynamic viscositym
computed by~11!. The horizontal ——— line is the experimental value fo
bulk water, and --- is the value for our Couette flow at a range of hig
strain rates.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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the wall than this theory predicted. Monte Carlo simulatio
using constant«580 predicted a distribution similar to tha
observed in the dynamic simulation, suggesting that any
viations in the permittivity due to the observed ordering
the waters adjacent the wall, even in this highly charged w
case, do not significantly affect the ion distributions. Simi
Monte Carlo simulations that neglected the attractive co
ponent of the Lennard-Jones wall–Cl2 interaction predicted
a distribution close to that predicted by the Poisso
Boltzmann theory. Clearly, the dispersion interaction w
the wall is important for the parameters chosen.

The velocity was found, as expected, to be appro
mately parabolic in the middle of the channel, but it flatten
out near the walls in a Stern-type layer, though the molecu
immediately adjacent to the wall were not completely fixe
They had essentially zero mean streamwise velocity in
first layer only for the case of uniformly distributed parti
charges. Self-diffusivity of the waters decreased significan
in the region, but did not become zero. Viscosity increa
substantially in this layer, rising by over a factor of 6 in th
10 Å closest to the wall.
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